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Abstract: We developed a new information management system, Protein Experimental Information Management
System (PREIMS), which has the ontology-based functions for quality control, validation, scalability, and information sharing. Its contents are mainly experimental protocols for the analyses of protein structures and functions, and
their results. They are stored separately in the PREIMS database (DB), as the ontology based protocol data and the
result data. The synchrotron experimental information was stored as the latter result data in Extensible Markup Language (XML). Furthermore we converted those protocols in the format of Resource Description Framework (RDF) for
integration with other biological information resources.
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1. Introduction
In the research field of life science, management of “big-data”
is now a crucial issue, because high-throughput technologies in
the post-genomic era have been producing a huge amount of experimental data [1]: Genome sequences in DDBJ [2], as a member of the international organization, INSDC [3], protein structures in PDBj [4], as a member of international organization,
wwPDB [5], Microarray gene expression information such as
GEO [6], and any other omics data.
During the previous structural genomics programs, PSI [7] in
USA and Protein 3000 [8] in Japan, some information management systems were developed so as to distribute and share the
experimental information produced in the programs. However,
in those management systems, the majority of the protocols involved in protein structural analysis were mainly described in the
plain text style. Likewise, the words or terms in those protocols
were not well organized or not well standardized. It is clear that
those situations prevented us from reusing the information eﬃciently.
After Protein 3000 program, another program named Targeted
Proteins Research Program (TPRP) [9] started in Japan. Its mission was to reveal the structures and functions of biologically
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and medically important proteins. However, in most cases, there
were many diﬃculties in protein preparation, purification, and
crystallization for structural analysis, and researchers had to develop their own new experimental methods and protocols to overcome the diﬃculties. Therefore, those new protocols should be
recorded and accumulated in a database to be reused and shared
within the wide research society. In addition, eﬃcient management of the image data of X-ray diﬀraction from protein crystals collected by synchrotron diﬀraction experiments is crucial for
high-throughput structure analysis. However, an archive having
only the image data is useless without precise experimental conditions with the protocols, which should be in machine readable
style.
On the basis of these backgrounds, we aim to construct a new
PRotein Experimental Information Management System named
PREIMS, so as to share the various experimental protocols and
the results by synchrotron diﬀraction experiments in machine
readable style. In order to maintain quality of data and promote
reuse of them, data validation is necessarily required in PREIMS.
Entities of experimental protocols should also be standardized.
For these purposes, we conceptualized the experimental information based on ontology which provides us explicit terminology
and a methodology to describe experimental data consistently. In
this paper, we discuss construction of ontology for experimental
protocols with implementation of PREIMS. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) format for the semantic web applications is also incorporated.

2. Construction of Ontology
In order to share protein experimental information on the Web,
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Fig. 1 (A) Hozo representation [10] of the Class Protein, and (B) its instance examples. In this example,
a Protein is composed of one or more Amino acids and has a unique Structure. In Hozo, each orange box shows the concept class, and any class is defined using two types of relations: “part-of”
relation indicated by “p/o” and “attribute-of” relation indicated by “a/o.” In the case in (A), a part
of Protein is a “Component,” which corresponds to a particular composition of Amino acids, and
an attribute of Protein is a “Configuration,” which corresponds to a particular shape of Structure.
The number next to “p/o” or “a/o” shows the Cardinality constraints. It represents the number of
instances which can be the part/attribute of instances of the class. For example, “1” means “exactly one” and “1..” means “one or more than 1.” A relationship between class and its instance
is represented by an “instance-of” relation. Since any instances cannot have subclasses, “is-a”
relationship is not appeared between instances. In (B), “Human growth hormone” is an instance
of the class Protein. An instance of its configuration is “α-bundle” defined in the dictionary, which
is shown in a brown box. When the instance is not defined in the dictionary, as “4-helical bundle”
in the current case, it is indicated in a yellow box. “string” in a yellow box represents that its
instance is not defined in the dictionary and described in natural language (words or sentences) for
supplemental explanation.

it requires machine readable data formats with consistent vocabulary. Although the World Wide Web is mainly based on documents written in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), it is
only able to represent structures of documents. That is, HTML
itself has no capacity to express the meanings of documents unambiguously. In order to represent meaning of documents, technologies of Semantic Web, such as Resource Description framework (RDF), Web Ontology Language (OWL) are widely used in
many domains. The basic idea of Semantic Web is to add machine
readable meta-data on web documents. Since the meta-data provide descriptions about meanings of Web documents, the contents
themselves could be descriptive data stored in Web-accessible
databases.
Here we took advantage of ontology, which is one of traditional terminology-based approaches. Ontology provides common vocabularies for representing and sharing knowledge about
various topics and a set of relationships between them. In order to construct ontology of protein experimental information target, most of the experimental information given by the TPRP [9]
was conceptualized, and representation scheme to describe the
information was built in frame structures. Consequently, the new
ontology was named PREIMSOntology (PREIMSOn). PREIMSOn was constructed in an ontology editor, HOZO [10] by using
three built-in relations: subclass-of (denoted is-a), part-of (de-
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noted p/o) and attribute-of (denoted a/o) relations. The representation by HOZO is briefly explained in Fig. 1. The details of
PREIMSOn are discussed in the followings sections.

3. PREIMSOntology (PREIMSOn)
In general, materials in protein experiments are prepared and
operated in the most assured and reliable method. An experimental method shows what should be prepared and how researchers
should operate. That is, a protocol can be represented by a sequence of operations on target materials. Though a protocol consists of many operations, it can be divided into several sets of
operation. Therefore, the experimental method class (Protocol
class), the experimental operation class (Action class), and the experimental material class (Object class) are considered as the top
level classes of PREIMSOn. The common requirement for the
all classes defined in PREIMSOn is that they should be formalized so that researchers can reuse them by browsing and querying
protein experimental information. The three top level classes and
unique terms necessary to understand and manage PREIMS are
described in details below.
3.1 Protocol Class
Protocol class is defined as the experimental specification
which describes successive experimental procedures and exper-
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Fig. 2

Class definition of Protocol, Sub-protocol, and Action classes in PREIMSOntology. Each of these
classes is defined using basic and mandatory classes located at lower hierarchy with the “a/o” or
“p/o” relation. Since a Protocol is composed of one or more Sub-protocols, Protocol class should
have the p/o relation with Sub-protocol class, and its cardinality constraints is “1..”. The Protocol
class is also characterized by a set of mandatory attributes, for example, “Protocol ID,” “Category,”
“Goal” and so on. The attributes of Protocol class, “ProteinID,” “Goal,” “History,” “Reference,”
“Description” and “Result,” are inherited to those of the lower “Sub-protocol class.”

imental materials which is necessary for the experiment. It has
a set of essential attributes such as goal, Protein ID, category,
update date and time and so on. Although a protocol can be represented as a sequence of operation, some combinations of operations are commonly observed in several protocols. Such combinations of operations are defined as Sub-protocol classes. Since
the Sub-protocol class is defined as a sub-class of the Protocol
class, it inherits all attributes from the Protocol class other than
Sub-protocol ID. A Sub-protocol class is consists of more than
one Action class (operation) and a Protocol class is composed of
more than one Sub-protocols. That is, a Protocol class has several
part-of relations with Sub-protocol classes as shown in Fig. 2.
According to any protein experiments, template models of the
Sub-protocol class are designed and instantiated by appropriate
experimental data values. It enables us well organized definition
of protocols. Considering these requirements, the Protocol class
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and the Sub-protocol class are defined as shown in Fig. 2. Experimental protocols are described as instances (instantiated models) of classes defined in PREIMSOn. Relationships between a
class and its instances are represented by “instance-of” relation
as shown in Fig. 1.
3.2 Action Class
Action class is defined as the simplest experimental specification, which shows how experimentalists operate experimental objects towards the experimental goal (Fig. 2). An Action is conceptualized according to a change of target object from before
the action to after it. So any Action class has two kinds of attribute relations with Object classes before and after the experimental operation. “is-a” hierarchy of Action classes is based on
the change between before/after objects (Fig. 3). Thanks to these
attributes, compositions of more than one Action classes such as
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Fig. 4

Fig. 3

An “is-a” hierarchy example of the Action class. An “is-a” hierarchy of Action classes is constructed based on the change between the
objects before and after the Action. In an example of the Separation action class, the change between the objects before and after the
Action is a separation caused by a particular experimental operation
with instruments, such as “spin,” “purify,” “dialyze,” and so on.

Example of Action class, spin, which is constructed following the
Class definition of Action. “Mixture,” “Separated solution,” and “Description” are inherited from their upper class Action, which is “SeparationAction” as shown in Fig. 3. Another five necessary classes
are added for detailed representation of the experimental procedure,
the names of which are “Interval,” “Speed,” “Temperature,” “Times”
and “Centrifuge,” in this case. In this example, “|” means “or.” That
is, “Solution |Protein |Cell |Cell extract |Bacteria” means Solution,
Protein, Cell, Cell extract or Bacteria can be Mixture attributes of
spin.

branched or combined experimental procedures.
In addition to the above definition, an Action class has
attribute-of relations with some necessary parameters such as
equipment, experimental instrument, and so on as well as two
types of experimental objects. In the case of the successive actions, it stands to reason that object after action of the prior action
shall be equal to object before action of the later one. An example
of the Action class, spin, describing the centrifugation operation
is shown in Fig. 4.
3.3 Object Class
Object class denotes all experimental materials which are used
in protein experimental procedures. Their names are used as experimental values in Sub-protocol instances. The class hierarchy
of Object class according to is-a relation is shown in Fig. 5.
3.4 PREIMS Library
PREIMS Library is a collection of experimental Sub-protocol
models and the instances in PREIMS server.
3.5 PREIMS Dictionary
PREIMS Dictionary is a glossary of experimental information
standardized based on PREIMSOn. To upload protocols onto the
PREIMS server, they have to be described using PREIMS Dictionary.
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Fig. 5 An “is-a” hierarchy of the Object class. Sub-classes of the Object
class are defined using the “is-a” relation.

4. Curation of Protein Experimental Protocols
There are many kinds of experimental information in the protocol description. They should be standardized based on PREIMSOn before they are uploaded to PREIMS server [11] since they
are not machine readable while experimental protocols described
in text style are human readable. Such machine readable information requires comprehensible and clear curation, especially when
Sub-protocol models are created according to the protocol description.
Here, we show a curation example for a protocol of protein
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Fig. 6

Sub-protocol model and the instances of protein crystallization. Left slot (A) is the Sub-protocol
model crystallization, which is defined to represent the experimental objects and optimized conditions of protein crystallization using Action class crystallize. As a Sub-protocol class, “crystallization” model has several lower classes. For example, the object before action class is inherited as
the Protein solution name, and the object after action class is inherited as the Protein name. Moreover, “temperature,” “crystallization buﬀer,” “additive” and so on, are newly added as the mandatory attributes. Right slot (B) shows the instances of the Sub-protocol crystallization, in which experimental data values are assigned to the attribute parameters of the Action class crystallize. For
example, “crystallization.. human galectin 9 NCRD-lac crystallize 1,” which is located next to
the crystallize orange box, specifies the crystallize action, as the first action of the instance crystallization.. human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex. These slots are designed by the Ontology
editor HOZO [10].

crystallization. The experimental information below was contributed by members of TPRP. Its text description is “Optimization of crystallization conditions was performed manually
by the hanging drop vapor diﬀusion method. Crystals of the human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex were grown from drops
containing equal volumes of 6.7 mg/ml protein in sample buﬀer
(10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT) containing 10 mM lactose, and precipitant (200 mM ammonium fluoride and 20%(w/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 3350) at 293 K
over 14 days [12]”.
This experiment is one of the protein crystallization tech-
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niques, known as the hanging drop vapor diﬀusion method.
First, Sub-protocol models were defined so as to describe the
protocol of protein crystallization along to PREIMSOn with
the experimental objects and the optimized conditions which
were written above in the text style. We built a Sub-protocol
model to be allowed to represent them of which the name is
crystallization. The experimental information was represented
as the corresponding attributes of Action crystallize class. The
metadata are also added to them. For example, protein solution, buﬀer, precipitant, additive, temperature, experimental instrument, and so on (Fig. 6-A blue terms) were added as the
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Fig. 7

An example of Protocol class composed of one more Sub-protocol instances. The Protocol Crystallization of human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex has two Sub-protocol
classes, buﬀer preparation 1.. human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex, and crystallization.. human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex. Other experimental information is added as the
attributes of a Protocol class.

metadata. Finally, each value of the experimental data was
assigned as the instance to the right attribute parameter, as
shown in Fig. 6-B. The Sub-protocol instance is named crystallization.. human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex. We made a
general rule to name Sub-protocol instances as follows: “Subprotocol name.. target protein name.” All experimental data values were defined in PREIMS dictionary. Comment classes were
used for the quantitative or qualitative supplementary explanation.
Furthermore, in order to finish up the crystallization protocol (Fig. 7), we built another Sub-protocol instance, which
is named buﬀer preparation 1.. human galectin-9 NCRDlactose complex.
Necessary experimental information for
preparation of the crystallization buﬀer is set as the attribute
of the Action class mix and annotated in the Sub-protocol
model buﬀer preparation 1, for example, added reagent, pH,
concentration, temperature and so on. (Fig. 8-A and B)

5. Implementation of PREIMS
PREIMS exploited an eXtensible Markup Language (XML)database which stores the experimental protocols and their results
information. The protocol information is formalized using the
ontology editor Hozo [9], and then it is converted to data in the
XML format for PREIMS so that the information is managed as
a machine readable meta-data. As described above, PREIMSOn
consists of PREIMS Library and PREIMS Dictionary. They are
described in the XML format for Hozo. Since PREIMSOn provides class schemas for instances, it is used to validate instances
of experimental protocol information in the XML format. Figure 9 shows the validation procedure in PREIMS.
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PREIMS also implemented a database for experimental results
data in order to store results information collected by synchrotron
diﬀraction experiments. Experimental log-data file provided by
the diﬀractometers of SPring-8 and Photon Factory is converted
into those in the XML format for PREIMS using the ontology of
each synchrotron diﬀraction experimental protocols. Then, those
results data with experimental parameters were stored in PREIMS
as the results of synchrotron diﬀraction experiments. The system
was made fully secure with the user’s ID of SPring-8 and Photon
Factory so that every user can access and browse only his/her own
data.
By accessing PREIMS Linux portal server [11] controlled by
PostgreSQL, any users can query, browse, and download protocol information which is open and public. For integration with the
linked data world, the protocol and sub-protocol information are
provided also in RDF format (http://preims.pdbj.org/preims/rdf/ )
for the semantic web applications. On the contrary, only the privilege members are able to query, browse, download and upload
the information of private experimental protocols and their results, since PREIMS portal is also designed so that the access
could be restricted with user authentication.

6. Conclusion
During development of PREIMS, the validation function of the
contents was designed as the most important one because only
such validated experimental information should be shared and
reused by any other researchers in principle. Thus, PREIMSOn
was constructed using the ontology editor HOZO [10], and the
experimental information was formalized based on PREIMSOn.
At the same time, PREIMS dictionary and PREIMS library were
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Fig. 8

An example of Sub-protocol model to prepare a crystallization buﬀer (A) and the corresponding
Sub-protocol instances. Left slot (A) is the Sub-protocol model buﬀer preparation, which is defined to represent necessary experimental information (added reagent, pH, concentration, temperature and so on). Right slot (B) is the Sub-protocol instance buﬀer preparation 1.. human galectin9 NCRD-lactose complex. Here, the prepared buﬀer “Tris-HCl” is assigned to the Preparation
buﬀer name as the object before action. The other solutions, “NaCl” and “DTT,” correspond to the
added solution name “Tris-HCl mixture,” which is assigned as the object after action used in the
next sub-protocol, “crystallization.. human galectin-9 NCRD-lactose complex.” That is indicated
by the next action, “crystallization.. human gal-9 NCRD-lac crystallize 1.”

developed, and they were utilized to validate experimental protocols based on PREIMSOn. Thus, consistency in PREIMS is kept
based on the ontology, and the database with a machine readable format was developed for experimental protocols of various
analyses of protein structures and functions. Consequently, the
excellent new protocols can be widely reused and shared by the
protein researchers. Furthermore, providing the database also in
the standard format for the Semantic Web, RDF format data could
enhance the integration of the PREIMS with other bioinformatics
resources as one of Linked open data, as well as PDB/RDF developed at PDBj [4]. Thus, integrated queries become possible by
crossing multiple diﬀerent databases, for example, a specific crystallization method in PREIMS/RDF format can be searched by
linking to particular protein structures in PDB/RDF, which is now
commonly used in the protein sequence database, UniProt [13].
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